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Analyse.
Anticipate.
Accelerate.
Vixio is a Regulatory Technology (RegTech) platform created to remove the risk of non-compliance in the payments and gambling industries.
Request a demo




GamblingCompliance
Data Hub
Access over 16 years of historical data and 
400+ data sets on one portal
Request a demo
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PaymentsCompliance
Horizon Scanning
In-depth global coverage of 180+ global jurisdictions on one platform
Request a demo
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Client Case Study:
OpenBet
Find out why OpenBet chooses Vixio to help stay ahead of regulatory changes, and achieve its growth goals.
Learn more
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We deliver comprehensive, time-sensitive and actionable regulatory intelligence for the payments and gambling sectors across the globe, where rules differ from one jurisdiction to the next. 

Today, the Vixio platform provides the raw information on regulations spanning more than 180 jurisdictions across the world.

So how do we do this?




The power of the platform lies in its technology, which enables our customers to integrate data, information and insights seamlessly into their daily workflows, removing time-consuming and resource-heavy manual searches and lowering the associated costs.


GamblingCompliance Platform
Find the data, tools and insights you need to stay up to date with the evolving gambling regulatory landscape, including responsible gambling, advertising, and new market opportunities.


Learn more
PaymentsCompliance Platform
Access real-time regulatory intelligence and updates through horizon scanning, expert analysis, and insights to better understand and prepare for changes in payments regulations.


Learn more





[image: ][image: ]A generational shift and the increased use of technology to deliver frictionless services in the payments and gambling sectors are driving an unprecedented wave of regulation designed to keep consumers safe. Compliance teams can no longer rely on manual processes to keep up.

That’s where Vixio comes in. We provide the intelligence and workflow tools you need to monitor regulations as they change, all in one place.
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180+
jurisdictions covered in realtime
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4m+
Data points to forecast market opportunities
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£793m
from 690 global enforcement
actions tracked in 2021 to 2023
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Regulatory Authorities 
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Analyse
Analyse trends and regulatory changes to determine their impact on your organisation 





Anticipate
Anticipate, evaluate and prioritise risk and opportunities now and in the future





Accelerate
Accelerate your business objectives through compliance as a competitive advantage











Featured Insights
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March 19, 2024
Dozens Seek Peru Online Licences
A total of 80 operators can keep offering online gambling in Peru through a transitional period after submitting applications during a recent licensing window, according to a list published by Peruvian regulators.

Read more
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March 19, 2024
U.S. Sports Betting's Future Includes Marketing Changes, Proactive Responsible Gambling
Top executives say improving brand affinity and strengthening responsible gaming actions will be keys to the near-term future of the U.S. sports-betting market.

Read more
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March 18, 2024
Finland Authorities Pledge Quick Response In Betsson Payment Ban Saga
Finland’s National Police Board has said it is focusing its resources to quickly address Betsson’s decision to transfer brands on the country's payment blocklist to another operator.

Read more
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March 18, 2024
Lithuania Postpones MiCA Deadline
Lithuania’s government has pushed back the date to be fully compliant with the EU’s Markets in Crypto Assets (MiCA) regulation, having previously foregone a transition period for the regulation.

Read more
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March 18, 2024
European Mobile Wallets Address Digital Euro Elephant In The Room
Mobile wallet solutions weighed up how the EU’s digital euro could interact with their products at the Merchant Payment Ecosystem (MPE) in Berlin last week.

Read more
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March 15, 2024
Week In Crypto: Former Binance CEO Must Surrender Canadian Passport
US courts move to ensure that Changpeng Zhao does not abscond before sentencing, Crypto.com is hit by a €2.85m fine in the Netherlands, and Coinbase is forced to delete an embarrassing page from its website.

Read more
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March 8, 2024
Week In Crypto: Nigerian Parliament Calls For Arrest Of Binance CEO
A Nigerian parliamentary committee has recommended that an arrest warrant be issued for Binance CEO Richard Teng on charges of tax evasion, money laundering and terrorist financing.

Read more
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March 8, 2024
Outgoing New Jersey Regulator Advocates For Wider Online Expansion
In his first public comments since retiring last week, outgoing New Jersey Division of Gaming Enforcement director David Rebuck advocated for further legalization of online casinos and criticized other forms of gaming as being underregulated.

Read more
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March 6, 2024
888 Reviews US B2C Operations, Citing 'Intense Competition'
888 has said that it will hold a strategic review of its US consumer-facing operations, as it considers options including a sale or “controlled exit”, citing “intense competition from well-capitalised incumbent participants”.

Read more













See all insights



What our clients say
"Vixio Regulatory Compliance offers excellent legal and regulatory analysis and provides us with a trustworthy, organised and credible single source solution, which keeps us ahead of the game."
888.com
CEO


"Vixio GamblingCompliance is an invaluable source of regulatory information, making it an excellent tool for the gambling industry. The quality of analysis is unmatched and the ease of use searching for topics, regions and themes makes it very simple to identify relevant stories."
Morgan Stanley
Senior Researcher


"Vixio GamblingCompliance is crucial to keeping a finger on the pulse of gambling regulation. Accessing a single, credible source of information and news helps us efficiently evolve our systems to align with regulatory developments."
PayPal UK
Head of Risk Management


"Hands down one of the most unique full suite sources of this subject matter anywhere."
UnionPay International
Managing Counsel


"The ever-increasing change coming from various regulators in different territories makes Vixio Regulatory Intelligence a must for a compliance team at a business like ours."
Truevo
Head of Legal & Compliance


"Using Vixio PaymentsCompliance gives us a comprehensive view of the critical changes in regulation in our key markets, and reduces our business resource requirement which saves us on average £100k per annum, we wouldn't be without it!"
Well known e-money company
Regulatory Compliance Team Lead
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Insights and intelligence for some of the world’s biggest brands
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To find out more about Vixio, contact us today
Contact us



By clicking “Accept All Cookies”, you agree to the storing of cookies on your device to enhance site navigation, analyze site usage, and assist in our marketing efforts. View our Privacy Policy for more information.
DenyAccept
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